Dudley’s Early Help Strategy
EGCHREGEC

Working together
to help children and
young people thrive

Contact details
Further information can be found at;
https://www.dudleycpp.org.uk/copy-ofchildren-s-services
http://safeguarding.dudley.gov.uk/child/
work-with-children-young-people/dudleyearly-help-strategy/

Family Centre Contact Details:

Dudley North Family Centre
Bayer Street
Coseley
BILSTON
West Midlands
WV14 9DS
Telephone No. 01384 813096
Email: fs.dudleynorth@dudley.gov.uk

Brierley Hill Family Centre
18 Parkes Street
Brierley Hill
West Midlands.
DY5 3DY
Telephone No: 01384 813322
Email: fs.brierleyhill@dudley.gov.uk

Halesowen Family Centre
Lye Bypass
Lye
STOURBRIDGE
West Midlands
DY9 8HT
Telephone No. 01384 813954
Email: fs.halesowen@dudley.gov.uk

Dudley Central Family Centre
Selborne Road
Dudley
DY2 8LJ
Telephone Number: 01384 812440
Email: fs.dudleycentral@dudley.gov.uk

Stourbridge Family Centre
Forge Road
Stourbridge
DY8 1XF
Telephone No: 01384 818780
Email: fs.stourbridge@dudley.gov.uk
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Foreword
DUDLEY’S EARLY HELP STRATEGY 2018 – 2021
Putting Children, Young
7LVWSLHUK-HTPSPLZÄYZ[PZ
the foundation of our Early
/LSW:[YH[LN`,ќLJ[P]L,HYS`
Help support minimises the
risk of problems becoming
more severe and entrenched,
and ensures that children and
young people are supported
to achieve their full potential
HUKSLHKM\SÄSSPUNHUKYL^HYKPUN
lives.
Andy Gray
Chair of the Children &
Young People’s Alliance
Board

The Children and Young
People’s Alliance Board is
responsible for overseeing the
strategy and ensuring that its
aims and key priorities are met
across the partnership. This
commitment for all partners
will ensure that the strategy will
maintain a strong, multi-agency
focus and community based
approach to Early Help.

At the heart of this strategy is
the ambition to hear the voice
of the child and place them at
the centre of the support we are
providing. Our aim is to develop
a workforce that is committed
to meeting the needs of
the child through creativity,
responsiveness to needs and
regular reviews of progress.
0M^LJHULќLJ[JOHUNLH[HU
early stage through the use of
preventative strategies we stand
every chance of improving the
outcomes for families living in
Dudley.
We are pleased to be able to
present this strategy to you
HUK^LHYLJVUÄKLU[[OH[P[
represents the hard work,
dedication and commitment
of all partners that make Early
Help in Dudley such a success.

“We were not sure what Early Help was all about
until we got help from a Family Support Worker.
They were able to offer us support, help and advice
that meant that I could focus on doing what was
right for my family and not on worrying about the
problems that kept cropping up.” – Parent
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Part One
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Improving the lives of the children, young
people and families in Dudley is at the heart
VMV\Y,HYS`/LSWZ[YH[LN`6\YÄYZ[,HYS`/LSW
strategy has been in place for two years and
over that time we have achieved a great deal.
During January - April 2018 we came together
as a partnership to review our progress and
feedback to each other about what has gone
well, and to identify what we have learned
and where we need to do more. In particular,
as a central part of our review, we asked the
children, young people and families of Dudley
what they think. We have had rich and valuable
MLLKIHJR^OPJOOHZJVU[YPI\[LKZPNUPÄJHU[S`
to re-shaping the future direction for the next
three years. This new strategy gives us the
VWWVY[\UP[`[VYLZL[V\YHTIP[PVUYLÄULV\Y
vision and set out the steps we will collectively
take to make children’s lives better through
Early Help.

This, in essence is what Early Help is. It is
[OLVќLYMYVTHSSHNLUJPLZPUJS\KPUN\UP]LYZHS
services such as schools, health partners,
police, and housing, voluntary organisations
and the council, working together to identify
children who need help, assessing that need
HUKVќLYPUNZLY]PJLZHUKHWWYVHJOLZ^OPJO
will meet that need. This document sets out
Dudley’s continuing commitment to make the
borough a better place for children, young
people and their families and communities, by
ensuring families get the help that they need,
when they need it.

‘The value has been to slow
down and sometimes stop family
problems that were having a
negative impact on learning.’
– Deputy Head Teacher, Primary School

1.2 WHAT IS EARLY HELP?
,HYS`/LSWOHZILLUKLÄULKPU+\KSL`
as follows:

‘Early Help is taking action early and
as soon as possible in order to provide
support where problems are emerging
for children, young people and their
families, or with a population most at
risk of developing problems. Early Help
may occur at any point in a child or
young person’s life.’
As set out in Working Together to Safeguard
Children 2015LќLJ[P]L,HYS`/LSWYLSPLZ\WVU
local agencies working together to:
Î identify children and families who would

ILULÄ[MYVT,HYS`/LSW"
Î undertake an assessment of the need for

,HYS`/LSW"HUK
Î WYV]PKL[HYNL[LK,HYS`/LSWZLY]PJLZ[V

address the assessed needs of a child
and their family which focuses on activity
[VZPNUPÄJHU[S`PTWYV]L[OLV\[JVTLZMVY
the child.
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1.3 NATIONAL AND LOCAL
POLICY CONTEXT
We know that it is so much better to provide
Early Help to support and promote the welfare
of children and young people than to react
later when problems have already developed
and sometimes reached crisis. It is commonly
accepted now that in order to achieve this,
organisations need to work together in
partnership with each other and with local
communities to provide consistent, joined
up support. We also know that Early Help is
neither an extra or an option – as mentioned
above, Working Together to Safeguard
Children 2015 sets out the statutory
guidance which all agencies working with
children and young people must follow.
>VYRPUN[VNL[OLYPKLU[PÄLK[OH[,HYS`/LSW
PZTVYLLќLJ[P]LPUWYVTV[PUN[OL^LSMHYLVM
JOPSKYLU[OHUYLHJ[PUNSH[LYHUKZWLJPÄLZ[OPZ
means providing help as soon as a problem
emerges.
The statutory guidance is clear. Local areas are
YLX\PYLK[VOH]LHYHUNLVMLќLJ[P]LL]PKLUJL
based services in place to address needs early.

Part One
;OL,HYS`/LSWVќLYZOV\SKYLSH[L[VV\YSVJHS
assessment of need. In addition to high quality
Z\WWVY[PU\UP]LYZHSZL[[PUNZZWLJPÄJSVJHS,HYS`
Help services will include family and parenting
programmes, assistance with health issues and
problems relating to drugs, alcohol, domestic
abuse and mental health issues.
Several policy changes have also embedded
the importance of agencies working together to
support children and families:
Î 0U;OL/LHS[OHUK:VJPHS*HYL(J[

required Local Authorities to establish
H/LHS[OHUK>LSSILPUN)VHYK[VIYPUN
together local leaders in health and social
care, and join up the commissioning and
delivery of local services.
Î ;OL:WLJPHS,K\JH[PVUHS5LLKZHUK

Disability reforms, through the Children
and Families Act 2014, have introduced
new statutory responsibilities for joint
health and local authority commissioning
arrangements for these services.
Î Responsibility for health commissioning

for 0-5 year olds is now the responsibility
of the Local Authority.
Locally, Dudley’s Health and Wellbeing
Strategy 2017-22, overseen by the Health and
Wellbeing board, has prevention and joining
services up to achieve better outcomes for
our communities at its core. The Health and
>LSSILPUNIVHYKOHZPKLU[PÄLK[OYLLNVHSZMVY
2017 - 22:
Î Promoting healthy weight
Î 9LK\JPUN[OLLɈLJ[ZVMWV]LY[`
Î Reducing loneliness and isolation

The Children and Young People’s Alliance
board members have agreed their commitment
to collectively contributing to the achievement
of these goals.
;OL/LHS[OHUK>LSSILPUN:[YH[LN`YLÅLJ[Z
the Children and Young People’s Alliance
Board Strategy 2017 – 2019. The Dudley
Children and Young People’s Alliance Board
provides overall leadership and accountability
for the delivery of improved outcomes for the

children and young people of Dudley, and their
LќLJ[P]L[YHUZP[PVU[VHK\S[OVVK0[PZ[OLV]LYHSS
alliance between all those agencies who play
a part in improving the outcomes for children
in the borough. The Alliance is made up of the
following organisations:
Î Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council

People Directorate
Î Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council

Place Directorate
Î +\KSL`:HMLN\HYKPUNPeople Partnership
)VHYK
Î Dudley Clinical Commissioning Group
Î :JOVVSZ
Î -\Y[OLY,K\JH[PVU
Î Police
Î )SHJR*V\U[Y`/V\ZPUN.YV\W
Î >LZ[4PKSHUKZ-PYL:LY]PJL
Î /LHS[O^H[JO
Î :HUK^LSS +\KSL`5H[PVUHS7YVIH[PVU

:LY]PJL
Î )SHJR*V\U[Y`7HY[ULYZOPW5/:

Foundation Trust
Î +\KSL`.YV\WVM/VZWP[HSZ5/:

Foundation Trust
Î +\KSL` >HSZHSS4LU[HS/LHS[O;Y\Z[
Î +\KSL`*V\UJPSMVY=VS\U[HY`:LY]PJLZ
Î Barnardos
Î *HIPUL[4LTILYMVY*OPSKYLU»Z:LY]PJLZ

The Children and Young People’s Alliance
Board Strategy 2017 - 19 sets out the
commitment to help every child to thrive,
and Early Help is enshrined within it.
The Alliance has committed to:
Î Raise children and young peoples

aspirations and create opportunities
for them to achieve
Î ,UHISLJOPSKYLUHUK`V\UNWLVWSL[V

have a voice
Î >VYR^P[OJOPSKYLUHUK`V\UNWLVWSL

to keep them safe and healthy
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Part One
Î >VYR^P[OJOPSKYLUHUK`V\UNWLVWSL

when they need extra help to ensure they
get the help they need
The themes carry through to the Dudley
Safeguarding People Partnership Board’s
plan, which is focused on three priorities:
Î Keeping children safe in the home,

outside the home and online
Î Children and young people have access

to the right service at the right place at
the right time
Î ,ɈLJ[P]LWHY[ULYZOPW^VYRPUNHUK

accountability to improve safeguarding
outcomes for children, young people and
families.
The plan has Early Help as a clear priority,
focusing on ensuring thresholds are
understood, and the accessibility and impact of
Early Help.
The Children and Young People’s Alliance
Board and the Dudley Safeguarding Children’s
Board have jointly developed Dudley’s Neglect
Strategy which recognises that a concerted
shift to prevention is required, where everyone
– children, parents, communities, universal
services and partner agencies – work together
to help children thrive, preventing neglect
before it happens and nipping early problems in
the bud. The strategy is closely aligned to the
Early Help priorities. The ambition is to prevent
and reduce neglect. Where neglect does occur,
there is early recognition and a timely and
appropriate response.
These strategies are all closely aligned and
HYLYLÅLJ[LKPU[OPZKVJ\TLU[^OPJOWYV]PKLZ
the strategic direction for the delivery of Early
Help services, making sure that children, young
WLVWSLHUKMHTPSPLZHYLPKLU[PÄLK^OLU[OL`
need help, that the right support is provided at
the right time, to prevent problems escalating
further. The delivery of this strategy will be
overseen by the Early Help Steering Group,
which reports to the Alliance Board, and will
also be monitored by the Dudley Safeguarding
Children’s Board.
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1.4 TROUBLED FAMILIES
Nationally, the Government has recognised the
value of Early Help, through the development
of the Troubled Families Programme in 2011.
In 2015 the expanded programme began,
which retained the original focus on families
with multiple high cost problems, but also
would also reach out to families with a broader
YHUNLVMWYVISLTZPUJS\KPUN[OVZLHќLJ[LKI`
domestic abuse, and younger children who
need help.
Through the transformation of the Early Help
VќLYPU+\KSL`[OL,HYS`/LSW:[LLYPUN.YV\W
has main-streamed the national Troubled
Families programme into a system that
focuses on:
Î an integrated whole family approach

to support families with a range of
multiple needs
Î helping to reduce demand for

reactive services
In Dudley, we call this approach
Strengthening Families. Dudley’s
[YHUZMVYTH[PVUVM[OL,HYS`/LSWVќLYPZ
now demonstrating that family’s lives are
being turned around with clear evidence of
measurable outcomes.
Key workers across the range of services
that support children and families ensure that
assessment and support plans focus on areas
of need that prevent families from achieving
their full potential.
Dudley’s Strengthening Families Outcome
Plan enables key workers to benchmark family
progress against a range of indicators including
school attendance, domestic abuse, mental
health, substance misuse, involvement in crime
and child protection/child in need status.
The current priorities from the Dudley
Strengthening Families Strategic Plan are to:
Î further develop an enhanced

understanding of the family experience
of transformed services through clear
informal and formal child and family
JVU[YPI\[PVUZ"

Part One
Î enable a wider range of partner agencies,

including health and the community and
voluntary sector, to contribute to the
programme, led through the governance
VM[OL,HYS`/LSW:[LLYPUN.YV\W"
Î \ZL[OLYL]PL^LK,HYS`/LSW:[YH[LN`

[VKYP]L+\KSL`»ZJVUKLUZLK,HYS`/LSW
Assessment increasing the incidence of
the assessment and planning process to a
^PKLYYHUNLVMWHY[ULYZ"
Î ensure the culture of whole family

working, through an outcome focussed
assessment and planning process is
embedded across the workforce that
Z\WWVY[ZJOPSKYLUHUKMHTPSPLZ"

+\KSL`OHZTHKLZPNUPÄJHU[WYVNYLZZ[OYV\NO
the original Early Help Strategy (2015 2017) in integrating and transforming public
services. Early Help support services will
continue to transform through to 2020 when
the Department for Communities and Local
Government bring the national programme
[VHJVUJS\ZPVU+\KSL`PZÄYTS`MVJ\ZZLK
on ensuring the legacy of the programme’s
outcome focussed service transformation
continues to improve the lives of children and
families beyond 2020.

1.5 OUR VISION
Dudley’s Children and Young People’s Alliance,
^VYRPUN^P[O[OL@V\[O*V\UJPSOHZPKLU[PÄLK
the vision:

Î embed the newly developed workforce

development opportunities across the
workforce that supports children and
MHTPSPLZ"

‘A place where children and
young people thrive’

Î ensure the delivery structures and process

enable the maximum number of children
HUKMHTPSPLZILULÄ[MYVTILPUNWHY[VM
the main-streamed programme through
the attachment and payment by results
process.

OUR VISION MEANS
P
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We want babies and young children
to have secure attachments to
FDSDEOHFRQðGHQWSDUHQWVWREH
warm, well fed and be supported
in their development, ready to
h & Wellbe
a lt
start school.

ing

He

and understanding how to get there.
We want engaged young people
aged 16+ who are in education,
employment or training that matches
their ambition and ability, who have
respectful relationships and
good friends, have skills for
independence, and able to
see the future positively.

er

1. Parenting Matters

By asking parents, carers and young people
through our review what it means to them to
[OYP]LHUKI`YLÅLJ[PUN[OLWYPUJPWSLZZL[V\[PU
the Alliance Board Strategy, we have been able
to expand on what this vision really means
for us in Dudley.

2. Growing up Matters
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We want primary school
children to develop
M atters
friendships and enjoy learning
and play, to reach their full
potential, and be ready for secondary school.
In secondary school we want engaged,
emotionally resilient adolescents, achieving
their ambitions and setting goals for the future,

up Ma

tt

3. Health and
Wellbeing Matters

We want all our children and
young people to be healthy
and safe from all forms of harm including
exploitation and bullying, to have secure
warm attachments to people who care for
them and look out for them, and are enabled
to make good choices in their lives.
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Part One
This vision places children and young people
at the heart of our work across the partnership
in Dudley. In addition to the over-arching
strategies outlined above, this strategy sits
alongside a range of approaches across the
partnership aimed at early intervention and
prevention.
The statutory guidance, ‘Working together
to safeguard children 2015’ requires us to
OH]L[OLZLLHYS`PKLU[PÄJH[PVUHUKPU[LY]LU[PVU
arrangements in place. All agencies who have
contact with children, including universal
services and adult services, are required to
understand their role in identifying emerging
problems, and to share information to support
LHYS`PKLU[PÄJH[PVUHUKHZZLZZTLU[PUVYKLYMVY
children to thrive. This strategy sets out how we
are supporting agencies across the partnership
to do this – not just because the statutory
guidance sets out the imperative, but also
because it is the right thing to do for our children
and young people – to enable them to thrive.

1.6 RESOURCING AND FINANCE
As the lead agency for Early Help, the Local
(\[OVYP[`OHZPKLU[PÄLKM\UKPUN[VZ\WWVY[[OL
delivery of the Children and Young People’s
Early Help Strategy. This is provided from a
number of budget areas. For 2018/19 funding
the budget position is as follows:
Î (ZWHY[VM[OL7LVWSL:LY]PJLZ+PYLJ[VYH[L

*OPSKYLU»Z:LY]PJLZ[OL*V\UJPSM\UK[OL
-HTPS`:VS\[PVUZKP]PZPVUH[ T;OL
service has undergone a restructure to
HJOPL]L[OLT4LKP\T;LYT-PUHUJPHS
:[YH[LN`ZH]PUNZHZHWWYV]LKI`*HIPUL[
in October 2015.
Î ;OL+LKPJH[LK:JOVVSZ.YHU[+:.PZ

H+LWHY[TLU[MVY,K\JH[PVUYPUNMLUJLK
grant to provide services to pupils in
ZJOVVSZ;OL+:.M\UKZT[VZ\WWVY[
[OL-HTPS`:VS\[PVUZKP]PZPVU^P[O,HYS`
@LHYZ-V\UKH[PVU:[HNL*V\UZLSSPUN
,K\JH[PVU0U]LZ[PNH[PVU:LY]PJLHUK
[HYNL[LK:WLJPHS,K\JH[PVUHS5LLKZ
Z\WWVY[LKI`[OL*VUUL_PVUZ:LY]PJL
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Î ;OL7\ISPJ/LHS[O.YHU[PZH+LWHY[TLU[

MVY/LHS[OYPUNMLUJLKNYHU[;OLNYHU[
JVU[YPI\[LZT[VZ\WWVY[PUP[PH[P]LZ
^P[OPU-HTPS`:VS\[PVUZHUK,HYS`/LSW
Î Troubled Families Grant is a Department

for Communities and Local Government
+*3.NYHU[HUKMVY[OL
M\UKPUNYLJLP]LK^HZ TPUJS\ZP]L
of Payment by Results. The allocation
MVY PZ`L[[VILJVUÄYTLK[OL
DCLG will provide the allocation upon
satisfactory completion of targets and
the likelihood is that Dudley will receive a
ZPTPSHYHSSVJH[PVUMVY ;OLNYHU[
will no longer be available from 2020,
therefore, associated activity for Family
:VS\[PVUZHUK,HYS`/LSW^PSSYLX\PYLTHPU
streaming prior to this.
Î ;OL@V\[O1\Z[PJL)VHYK@1)WYV]PKLZ

grant funding to Dudley in respect of
[OL@V\[O6ɈLUKPUN:LY]PJL^OPJOMVY
^HZT[OL NYHU[
OHZUV[ILLUJVUÄYTLKI`[OL@1)HZ
they are currently undertaking a review of
funding for Local Authorities.

Part Two
Reviewing the progress
and impact of Early
Help in Dudley
Dudley’s Early Help Strategy: 2018 – 2021
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Part Two
In 2015 an ambitious plan set out what should
be achieved in Dudley over the following two
years. This review set out to measure what has
been achieved and set the strategic priorities
for the next phase.

In 2017 alone, over 1500 children, young
people and their families had an Early
Help assessment. Over 700 families now
receive support at any one time. This is a
signiﬁcant achievement for Dudley.

2.1 ESTABLISHING THE BUILDING
BLOCKS
In practical terms our phase 1 strategy set out
how we would establish the foundations for
[OL,HYS`/LSWVќLYHUK^LOH]LHJOPL]LK[OL
following:
Î Cluster boundary areas have been

established and regular partnership
meetings take place in family centres
to discuss and agree plans for children,
young people and families in local cluster
areas. These meetings are working well. A
list of the Family Centres and their contact
KL[HPSZJHUILVI[HPULKMYVT"
O[[WZ!^^^K\KSL`JWWVYN\RJVW`VM
children-s-services
Î ;OL,HYS`/LSW(ZZLZZTLU[OHZILLU

YL]PL^LKHUKZPTWSPÄLKHUKPZILPUN
re-launched together with this phase 2
Z[YH[LN`O[[W!ZHMLN\HYKPUNK\KSL`NV]
\RJOPSK^VYR^P[OJOPSKYLU`V\UNWLVWSL
K\KSL`LHYS`OLSWZ[YH[LN`
Î The Dudley thresholds document has

been implemented and thresholds for
,HYS`/LSWHYLHSYLHK`IL[[LY\UKLYZ[VVK
The document has been reviewed and will
be relaunched together with this phase 2
Z[YH[LN`O[[W!ZHMLN\HYKPUNK\KSL`NV]
\RJOPSK^VYR^P[OJOPSKYLU`V\UNWLVWSL
ZHMLN\HYKPUNJOPSKYLUWYVJLK\YLZ
Î ;OLWYVJLZZ[VHJJLZZ,HYS`/LSWOHZ

been established.
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Î A single point of access has been

LZ[HISPZOLK^P[OPU[OL4(:/4\S[P(NLUJ`
:HMLN\HYKPUN/\I
Î >VYRPZPUWYVNYLZZ[VTLYNL[OL+\KSL`

Family Information Directory with Dudley
Community Directory.
Î :[LW\WHUKZ[LWKV^UHYYHUNLTLU[Z

IL[^LLUKPɈLYLU[SL]LSZVMZLY]PJLHYL
better understood.
Î ,HYS`/LSWLUHISLYZOH]LILLU

established in every cluster and play a key
WHY[PUZ\WWVY[PUN[OLKLSP]LY`VM[OL,HYS`
/LSWVɈLY
Î A systematic review of commissioned

services has commenced to ensure
that provision is aligned with the needs
of children and families in Dudley
and supports. This includes piloting
new delivery models and utilising
commissioning arrangements to encourage
greater innovation and collaboration
between adult and children’s provision as
part of our ‘think family’ approach.
Î ;OL5:7**Z.YHKLK*HYL7YVÄSLILLU

adopted as the tool to support families
and practitioners understand and identify
neglect in a timely manner. The tool helps
identify anything that’s putting a child at
YPZRVMOHYTHUKPKLU[PÄLZ[OPZYPZRHZLHYS`
as possible so we can get them the right
OLSW(STVZ[T\S[PHNLUJ`Z[HɈOH]L
been trained in the tool and it is embedded
^P[OPU[OL,HYS`/LSW(ZZLZZTLU[

Part Two
Dudley Early Help Contact Process

Contact received
at Early Help Desk
Screened and consent gained

Contact forwarded
to Family Centre

Contact
recorded at
Family Centre
Referring agency
emailed to
acknowledge
receipt of the
contact within 1
working day

Contacts at
Threshold
Level 2 &
3 to go
directly to
the Family
Centre

Contact screened by Social
Worker to determine the
appropriate response
Any immediate tasks to be undertaken by
duty. Referring agency contacted again to
inform them of the screening outcome
Screening takes place daily in each centre

!×ÎÌkXàÌXÎÌ!kkÎ
These take place every other Thursday

How is the Early Help offer working
in practice?
7E HAVE ESTABLISHED THE FIVE CLUSTERS WHICH BRING
TOGETHER A RANGE OF UNIVERSAL AND TARGETED %ARLY
(ELP SERVICES IN EACH LOCAL AREA INCLUDING
SCHOOLS AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE VOLUNTARY
AND COMMUNITY SECTOR 4HE FIVE &AMILY #ENTRES SIT
WITHIN THE HEART OF EACH OF THE CLUSTERS -ULTI
!GENCY !CTION MEETINGS ARE REGULARLY TAKING
PLACE EVERY  WORKING DAYS IN ALL OF OUR &AMILY
#ENTRES
There is a good level of partnership buy in
but there is still a need to develop stronger
relationships with partners in some of our areas.
Attendance and feedback from the meetings is
being monitored via the Early Help Steering
Group. The Early Help Assessment has become
more and more widely used across the
partnership both internally within Family Solutions
and within key partner agencies such as
Education and Police. We are building up a
strong evidence base of assessment audits which
are being carried out on a regular basis by our
,HYS`/LSW,UHISLYZ0UP[PHSMPUKPUNZHYL
OPNOSPNO[PUNareas of both positive practice and
that which needs developing but working in
conjunction with the Centre for Professional
Practice means that we are able to identify areas
of concern and YLJ[PM`PZZ\LZ[OYV\NOHYVI\Z[
[YHPUPUNVMMLY
;OL ,HYS` /LSW ,UHISLYZ YVSL OHZ ILLU YLMPULK
HUKthey are now a fundamental part of the Early
Help process and a key link to partner agencies.
Getting these building blocks in place means
there is increasing awareness and understanding
of Early Help, and more families are accessing
support at a more useful time in their lives.

How do we know it is working?

Allocated to Family Support
Worker or Partner Agency
to continue with / begin an
Early Help Assessment
Early Help Assessment should
be completed within 4 calendar
weeks of allocation

As part of our quality assurance process, Early
Help practice is subject to scrutiny through
a rigorous audit cycle. We recognise that we are
making good progress in increasing the number
of Early Help assessments, but our audit process
is telling us that the quality of our Early Help
assessments, plans and service delivery is
variable, and therefore the impact we are having
on children, young people and their families is
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Î 5\TILYZVMVWLUHSSVJH[LKJHZLZHYL

also variable. Whilst an improving picture,
thresholds are not consistently understood.
Early Help enablers audit all Early Help
assessments that are completed across the
whole partnership. Feedback is collated and
fed back to practitioners to support learning
and development. We have also implemented
HTVU[OS`JHZLÄSLH\KP[WYVJLZZ^OLYLI`
THUHNLYZ\UKLY[HRLHM\SSJHZLÄSLH\KP[VU
a sample of cases that sit within Early Help.
Where practice improvement is needed,
support is provided for this, and good practice
is shared across the workforce. This process
is working well alongside the Centre for
Professional Practice and is informing a robust
training and development plan which is being
YVSSLKV\[[VZ[Hќ

YPZPUN-VYL_HTWSLIL[^LLU:LW[LTILY
^OLUKH[HJVSSLJ[PVUZ[HY[LKHUK
4HYJO[OLU\TILYZYVZLMYVT[V
 
Î 9LMLYYHSPUMVYTH[PVUMYVT6J[VILY

¶ -LIY\HY`PUKPJH[LZ[OH[HM[LY[OL
Local Authority, schools make the most
referrals, which would be expected.
Levels of referrals across all agencies
may also highlight the need to ensure all
HNLUJPLZRUV^HIV\[,HYS`/LSWHUKOV^
[OLVɈLY^VYRZ
Data and performance reporting for Early Help
is currently in its infancy, with initial focus on
referral information, numbers of EHAs started
and caseload information largely focused
on Family Centres. Headline information is
encouraging, but there is more to do to ensure
HSSHNLUJPLZHYLH^HYLVM[OL,HYS`/LSWVќLY
what they should do when emerging needs are
L]PKLU[HUKOV^[V[HYNL[YLZV\YJLZLќLJ[P]LS`

We have made it our business to ensure we
know what children, young people and families
HYL[LSSPUN\ZHIV\[[OLKPќLYLUJL,HYS`/LSW
THRLZHUK^OH[^LULLK[VKVKPќLYLU[S`
We will continue to seek imaginative ways to
gather feedback and to adapt our responses
in light of it.

Figure 1: Index of multiple
deprivation 2015

2.2 TARGETING EARLY HELP WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT DUDLEY
CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE AND
FAMILIES?
A greater proportion of the population in
Dudley Central have started an Early Help
Assessment, when compared to other areas
within the borough. This appears to be
YLÅLJ[P]LVM[OLOPNOLYSL]LSZVMULLK^P[OPU
the area, which is more deprived and has a
younger population, with more lone parents
and dependent children, than other areas
in the Borough. Additionally, Halesowen
and Stourbridge have the lowest proportion
of cases, which backs up the message that
resources are being targeted into areas of
highest need.
Î 0U[OLÄYZ[`LHYVMYLWVY[PUN\W[V-LIY\HY`

JOPSKYLUHWWYV_PTH[LS`
VM[OLWVW\SH[PVUOHKHU,HYS`/LSW
assessment started.
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Target Groups for Early Help in Dudley
Through our Joint Strategic Needs analysis
PU+\KSL`^LOH]LPKLU[PÄLKZVTLRL`PZZ\LZ
we need to address with our children, young
people and families. We know, for example,
that between the ages of 5 and 11, obesity
increases in Dudley. Almost a quarter (23%) of
young people in Dudley live in poverty. One in
ten children aged 9 – 11, and four in ten young
people at college never or rarely feel good
about themselves. Proportionately, children
from lower income groups are doing less
well at school – 23% of pupils eligible for
MYLLZJOVVSTLHSZNL[Ä]LVYTVYL(*
at GCSE compared to 54% not eligible for
free school meals.
The following list contains examples of the
[`WLZVMKPѝJ\S[PLZILPUNMHJLKI`[OLJOPSKYLU
and young people and families of Dudley, and
^LILSPL]L[OH[LHYS`PKLU[PÄJH[PVUHZZLZZTLU[
HUKHJ[PVUJHUSLHK[V[OVZLKPѝJ\S[PLZILPUN
reduced, and we can prevent escalation to
TVYLZLYPV\ZKPѝJ\S[PLZ!
Î Children who are obese or at risk of

obesity
Î Children living in poverty or in low

income families
Î Children and young people at risk of

sexual exploitation

2.3 WHAT HAVE PARENTS,
CARERS, CHILDREN & YOUNG
PEOPLE TOLD US?
The good news is that children,
young people and their families were
overwhelmingly positive about Early Help.

(Early Help has)… ‘been the
bridge between me and the
school so now relationships are
much better.’ – Parent
Positive themes for Children,
young people and parents have been:
Î The way,HYS`/LSWPZVɈLYLKHUK

delivered is as important as what is
VɈLYLKHUKKLSP]LYLK
Î The importance of people really listening

and having someone respectful and nonjudgemental to talk things through with
Î Parents, young people and children value

feeling empowered to help themselves
HUK[VNHPUJVUÄKLUJL[VV]LYJVTL[OLPY
KPɉJ\S[PLZ
Î ;OLPTWVY[HUJLVMOLSWVɈLYLKI`WLVWSL

in places where children, young people
and families already go

Î Children at risk of neglect
Î Children who have mental health issues

including low self-esteem, or parents with
mental health issues

This list is not exhaustive but links to our local
needs assessment and priorities.

My Early Help support
worker… ‘helps me with
my behaviour. She listens
to me – and doesn’t shout
at me.’ – Child aged 11

It is important that to ensure the right support is
PKLU[PÄLKH[[OLYPNO[[PTLMVYHU`JOPSKVY`V\UN
WLYZVUL_WLYPLUJPUNKPѝJ\S[PLZ[OH[HNVVK
assessment of need is undertaken as early as
possible to prevent needs escalating.

Early Help has… ‘Allowed me to
talk about personal things. A fast
response to my problems.’ – Young

Î Children at risk through issues related to

the internet

person with disabilities
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Î The coordination of professionals

[OYV\NO,HYS`/LSWZVHZUV[[VULLK
to repeat the story
Î Consistent support workers who do

what they say they are going to do,
are dependable and don’t give up
Î ;OL]HS\LVMILPUNVɈLYLKZ[YH[LNPLZ

HUK^H`Z[VYLZWVUK[VKPɉJ\S[ZP[\H[PVUZ

‘When initially offered Early Help….’
At ﬁrst I was worried about it and
thought it was social services. I’ve
been all through that before, so at
ﬁrst it took some time to help me to
understand the difference – this part
is important.’ – Lone Parent

Î :\WWVY[^OLU`V\ULLKP[TVZ[[VZ[VW

things getting worse
Î Practical help
Î Children and young people value being

helped to understand their emotions and
being supported practically to manage
them
Î Parenting groups and activities bringing

families together are great for making
parents know they are not alone

Even better if….
Î Families did not have to wait

so long for help
Î ;OLVɈLYVM,HYS`/LSWPZTHKLYLHSS`

clear so that families don’t worry that
their children will be removed and that
this is not social care
Î Family support workers could stay

involved longer
Î Families could be brought together for

wider reasons than parenting classes

‘Last time I used the website it was
not up to date and there were not
any activities listed. I ended up
having to make three phone calls,
one to a central service who referred
me to a local family centre who then
referred me on to another centre. I
was only trying to ﬁnd a local stay
and play session as my health visitor
had advised me that being around
other children would help my child’s
speech. A less conﬁdent parent may
have found having to make three
phone calls daunting and it may have
put them off accessing services.’
– Lone Parent

Need…. ‘response time
quicker at crisis point… Family
made calls early but went
around in circles’ – Parent
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Î (SSJOPSKYLU^OVULLKP[JV\SKILVɈLYLKP[
Î Up to date information about services

could be readily available to families
online
Î ,HYSPLYZ\WWVY[HUKLHYSPLYKPHNUVZPZMVY

children who have special needs
Î All professionals fully understand the

thresholds so that families don’t end up
being passed around agencies slipping
between all the levels of need and not
getting help

‘I am not a person. I am number 3.5
on a threshold – too complex for
Early Help, and not complex enough
for a social worker. I thought every
child was supposed to matter.’
– Parent of a child with disabilities

Part Two
2.4 WHAT HAVE OUR PARTNERS
TOLD US?
The good news is that partners who
fed back to us were overwhelmingly
positive about the impact and
ILULÄ[ZVM,HYS`/LSWHUK[OL
support they receive to deliver
[OLVɈLY

‘Early Help is ….. A key component of
early intervention to support CYPF to
possibly prevent further deterioration
and escalation to children’ – Dudley
School Nurse

Even better if….
Î The vision and commitments to children,

young people and families
is articulated and communicated
even more clearly and delivered on
the ground
Î All agencies become involved and

JVU[YPI\[PUN[V,HYS`/LSW¶JSLHY
information is needed across the
WHY[ULYZOPWHIV\[,HYS`/LSW
Î More multi agency communication

and training were available to ensure
L]LY`VUL\UKLYZ[HUKZ,HYS`/LSWHUKJHU
JVU[YPI\[L[V[OLKLSP]LY`VM[OLVɈLY
Î More practical help in place in the form of

Positive themes for partners have been:
Î ;OLYVSLVM[OL,HYS`/LSW,UHISLY

is invaluable
Î ,HYS`/LSW(ZZLZZTLU[ZHUKKLSP]LY`

plans work well to support families – the
approach works
Î 7HY[ULYZOPWTLL[PUNZVɈLY^PKLYHJJLZZ

to partners and services, and access to
services is quicker
Î It is an empowering process for families
Î :OHYLKKLJPZPVUTHRPUNSLHKZ[VIL[[LY

decisions and outcomes
Î Families don’t have to keep repeating

their stories
Î -HTPSPLZÄUKP[HOLSWM\SHUKUVU

judgemental process
Î Families really appreciate a ‘go to’ who

helps them with coordinating support
Î ,HYS`/LSWKVLZZ[VWWYVISLTZHUKPZZ\LZ

escalating and stops referrals to higher
threshold services

a comprehensive service directory and for
PZZ\LZZ\JOHZJVUZLU[[VILJSHYPÄLK
Î (SS[OVZLVɈLYPUN,HYS`/LSWOH]L[OLZRPSSZ

needed to gain the buy in from families
from the outset.
Î ;OLYLZWVUZL[V,HYS`/LSWULLKZ^LYL

more swift at times
Î Better communication about what works

HUK[OLPTWHJ[VM,HYS`/LSW

‘Undoubtedly I have found the Early
Help Enablers support the most
important element of the Early Help
Offer. It has enabled me to feel
conﬁdent and supported me to be
able to best support the children and
families I work with. She has ensured
all the relevant information around
the family is available and enabled
partnership working, advising me on
areas that I have not had experience
with before’ – Teacher, Specialist Early
Years’ Service
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‘A Year 5 Primary School boy... The
assessment enabled the school
to get a clear picture of the whole
family and their individual needs…
we have been able to access a wider
range of resources, agencies and
professionals, which the school on its
own does not always have access to.
By all professionals working together
we have been able to address all of
the family’s needs not just the child’s.
Regular reviews are helpful so
progress can be seen and measured.
As a result…. The child is happy in
school and learning is good, child is
conﬁdent in class and with adults.
The child feels that school is safe
environment and he is listened to.’
– SENCO, Primary School

‘One extended family had been
slowly falling apart. It peaked
when a domestic violence incident
one morning resulted in police
involvement. An Early Help
Assessment then follow up from
a family support worker helped to
steer the family in the right direction.
The openness the family showed
me when writing the Early Help
Assessment built strong relationships
between us’. – Deputy Head, Dudley
Primary School

“Early Help can really support
Families when there is a
need. The admin is difﬁcult to
ﬁt into my already busy work
load but I do see the beneﬁts
and I am getting better at
completing the Assessments.”
– Dudley Health Visitor
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‘By addressing the needs of the
whole family, I strongly feel that the
child is then empowered and enabled
to access learning. Ensuring that a
child’s holistic needs are being met;
emotional, social and physical, by
supporting the family, gives children
the best life chances and ability to
develop and progress.’ – Teacher,

‘Early Help has worked well with all
the families as it provides an answer.
Families often want and need help
but do not know where to turn to. We
have seen Early Help as that lifeline
some families need, be this as an
ongoing process or one arrow of
direction that stopped a potential
future problem. – Deputy Head,

Specialist Early Years’ Service

Primary School

‘The Early Help process
works well when parents
have asked for help and
support, and are open to
engage with professionals’
– Dudley School Nurse

‘Parents feel the school are
supporting them and not working
against them. Parents feel they can
ask for help without being judged
which I feel enables parents to be
honest with us.’ – Primary School

Professionals also fed back their own understanding from listening to
children young people and families about what they need from Early Help:
a. Young people want to be ‘worked
with’ not ‘done to’. There was a
great emphasis on the importance
of shared values and attitudes of
everyone who works with children and
young people and their families.
b. $OORFDWLRQRIVWDσZLWKLQ(DUO\+HOS
to families, young people and
children needs to be matched
with skills and experience – including
lead professionals having knowledge
and experience of the age of child
being supported, and knowledge
of SEN and disability for those
with special needs.
c. There is a need to broaden the
knowledge of the whole workforce
around SEND.

d. Young people and families need us to
have collective understanding of ‘the
basics’ including thresholds and how
they are applied and how they can
expect to be communicated with.
e. Children, young people and families
would welcome standard Early Help
Information for children, young
people, families and partnership.
f.

Children, young people and families
can still fear that Early Help means a
pathway to statutory social care – and
this is a barrier.

g. Consent issues need to be resolved.
h. Children young people and families
would like professionals working with
them to know what provision
is available.
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Overall, our review has shown us that we have work to do in four main areas:
1. Leadership, Vision and Drive

2. Workforce

 ;OL]PZPVUMVY,HYS`/LSWHUK^OH[^L
hope to achieve for our children and
young people isn’t as embedded as it
needs to be

 ;OLYLPZZ[PSSHSHJRVM\UKLYZ[HUKPUNH^HYLULZZ
VM,HYS`/LSWHTVUNZ[Z[HɈWHY[ULYZHUK^P[O
MHTPSPLZZV[OLVɈLYHUKKLSP]LY`VMOLSW[V
children & families is not consistent

 Leadership is vital across all agencies
to ensure everyone ‘buys in’ and
collaborates with this agenda, to
ensure that every child who needs
OLSWLHYS`PZVɈLYLKP[

 6\Y[YHPUPUNVɈLYPZUV[^LSSLUV\NOKL]LSVWLK
– especially for lead professionals, and the new
HZZLZZTLU[OV^[OLVɈLY^VYRZ[OLWYVJLZZ
and overcoming resistant families, helping
families trust the process

 5LLK[VTHRLZ\YLHSSV\Y
communications are right and
LUNHNPUNHYV\UK,HYS`/LSW

 There are professional boundary issues to
overcome – we don’t know what each other does,
and not everyone working with children and young
WLVWSL[OPURZ[OH[,HYS`/LSWPZYLHSS`[OLPYQVI

 Too much reliance on one or two key
SLHKLYZ¶HUKHWLYJLW[PVU[OH[,HYS`
/LSWPZº[OLJV\UJPS»
 >LULLKHIL[[LYJVTT\UPJH[PVU
platform to get the messages about
,HYS`/LSW[VL]LY`VUL
 >LULLK[VJVU[PU\L[VJVU[PU\L[V
develop integrated commissioning
HYYHUNLTLU[ZHJYVZZ,HYS`/LSW^P[O
a focus on shifting service delivery
models from reactive to proactive and
preventative

4. Quality and Impact
 >L^PSSULLK[VNP]LTVYLMVJ\Z[V[OL
X\HSP[`HUKJVUZPZ[LUJ`VM,HYS`/LSW
assessments, planning and services for
children and families
 >L^PSSULLK[VLUZ\YL,HYS`/LSWPZ
[PTLS`HUK[OH[Z\WWVY[VɈLYLKTH[JOLZ
assessed needs
 >L^PSSULLK[V^VYR[VLUZ\YLJOPSKYLU
with special educational needs have
relevant support from professionals
who understand their needs
 There is further work to do to continue
to develop data collection mechanisms,
to further support smarter targeting of
resources going forward
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 More work needed to be sure we can always
identify the right lead professional, particularly
children with disabilities, ensuring this is
needs led

3. Support and Practicalities
 >L^PSSULLKRLLW^VYRPUNVUHZOHYLKJVTTVU
language and use the revised threshold guidance
[V\UKLYZ[HUK^OLU,HYS`/LSWZOV\SKILVɈLYLK
 >L^PSSULLK[VLUZ\YL[OLWYVJLZZMVYLHYS`
help is clear and understood and used by all
relevant agencies
 Issues regarding consent will need to be resolved
 Families and professionals want to know more
about what is available across all the services and
would welcome a comprehensive service directory
 Professionals completing the assessment can
feel isolated and more support would help
 :OV\SKSPURTVYL^P[OWYLUH[HS^VYR[VLUZ\YL
,HYS`/LSWULLKZHYLPKLU[PÄLKYLHSS`LHYS`
 >L^PSSULLK[VJVUZPKLYOV^,HYS`Help is
resourced and supported, and to ensure
[OLYLPZZ\ɉJPLU[YLZV\YJLHJYVZZ+\KSL`[V
match needs
 :PTWSLPUMVYTH[PVUSLHÅL[ZULLK[VILH]HPSHISL
to children, young people and families to ensure
[OL`RUV^^OH[,HYS`/LSWPZHUKPZUV[
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Following our review and taking note in particular of what children, young
people and families have told us, we have responded by developing the
following pledge:

Our Pledge
Y
WE WILL MAK E EVER
CONTACT COUNT

QLVRIWHQUHDOO\
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Part Four
Delivering our vision
and our pledge.
Priorities and next steps
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By assessing our progress, and listening to families, our next steps as a
partnership have become much clearer. (See Appendix A)
>LOH]LÄ]LRL`WYPVYP[PLZ!

PRIORITY 1

PRIORITY 2

DELIVERING OUR VISION

COMMITMENT - MAKING THE PLEDGE

We have further developed our vision with the
participation of children, young people and
families to make it really clear in Dudley that
we know what it means to thrive. Together,
across our partnership, we will now work to
ensure this vision is clear to all, so we can all
work together with a sense of shared purpose
and endeavour, the direction we are taking
and have collective goals which we will work
towards to better support our children and
young people. Some of these things are very
fundamental to our success, and so we need to
address these together and with some urgency.
Leaders, managers and practitioners will take
responsibility to share the vision, and what it
really means for our children and young people
and deliver it on the ground.

We know everyone has competing priorities
and we have some way to go to ensure we
have everyone’s commitment to give time
and resources to this agenda. We need all
agencies who work directly with children and
young people, both in universal and targeted
services, and those working with the adults
who support and care for the children to
share the commitment to intervening early and
helping children and families to thrive. Through
our review we have concluded the best way
to make this commitment is through a pledge.
This priority will be for our alliance to ensure
all agencies will sign up to this and will work
actively to deliver upon it.
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PRIORITY 3
RESOURCING AND SUPPORT
We will ensure that we have the ‘real’
conversations about capacity to deliver the
VќLYHUKÄUK^H`Z[VNL[OLY[VLUZ\YL^L
use what we have to support everyone’s
engagement. We recognise through this review
that prioritising Early Help can be a challenge
for some partners who have high demands
and often shrinking resources. This makes
LќLJ[P]L,HYS`/LSWHSS[OLTVYL]P[HSI\[^L^PSS
grapple with the real issues around resourcing
and support. Our Early Help Enablers add vital
capacity within the system, but they too are
a limited resource. We will work together to
share the responsibilities across the partnership
so that the work and the rewards are shared.
The value of good family support has been
emphasised by families so we will look further
at our family support network to see how we
might widen it. We will also review our service
directory to ensure it covers the widest number
of services and is maintained and current. We
will keep our new assessment tool under review
to ensure it is working well and meeting our

ULLKZ>L^PSSWYVK\JLPUMVYTH[PVUSLHÅL[ZMVY
MHTPSPLZ[VL_WSHPU^OH[[OLVќLYPZPUZPTWSL
everyday language.

PRIORITY 4
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
We will develop a clear multi-agency training
VќLY^OPJO^PSSPUJS\KL[OL,HYS`/LSWWYVJLZZ
JVTT\UPJH[PUN[OLVќLYVM,HYS`/LSW[OL
new assessment framework, planning and
delivering Early Help, the Lead professional
role, consent, and overcoming resistance with
reluctant families. We will make sure everyone
understands the issues around consent and
applies our policy. We will encourage agencies
to train in multi professional groups to expand
knowledge of what everyone does, and build
a sense of shared endeavour across our
partnership. We will ensure professionals
understand what children, young people and
families value in what they appreciate most in
terms of approach and values. We will keep our
new assessment tool under review to ensure it
is working well and meeting our needs.
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PRIORITY 5
PERFORMANCE, QUALITY & IMPACT
We will focus on improving the quality and
JVUZPZ[LUJ`VM,HYS`/LSWVќLYLKHUK^PSS
ensure we understand the progress of our
work, and the impact we are having, through
the development of a quality and outcomes
framework. This will be monitored through
the alliance and the safeguarding board. This
^PSSOLSW\ZHSS[VRUV^[OLKPќLYLUJL^LHYL
making to children, young people and their
families through high quality work, a clear
understanding of needs and plans which are
Ä[MVYW\YWVZLHUKKLSP]LY[OLOLSW[OH[PZ
needed. We will develop our data collection
mechanisms, to support smarter targeting of
resources going forward and to ensure that
the outcomes framework can be monitored
LќLJ[P]LS`>L^PSSJVU[PU\LV\YH\KP[PUN
work but will include a multi-agency audit
programme so that we understand in more
detail the experiences of our children and
families and assess the quality of individual
pieces of work across the partnership. We will
develop a feedback framework for children,
young people and families so that we can
understand better what is working well and
less well for the families we support. Through
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our new framework, our audit and our data
we will have an overview of our progress and
where we need to continue to focus.

SUMMARY
This document shows we have already
made huge strides forward. We are already
supporting hundreds of families and this review
suggests that families really appreciate the
help they are getting. We have some way to
NV[VIYVHKLU[OLVќLYHUKTHRLZ\YL[OH[HSS
children who need Early Help in Dudley have
access to it, and that the help is of consistently
good quality.
We will develop a plan from our priorities and
in particular ensure that we develop a bold
communications platform that will spread the
word far and wide to ensure all professionals
HYLNP]LU[OLPUMVYTH[PVU[OL`ULLK[VVќLY
Early Help. We will make our pledge to the
children, young people and families of Dudley
and we will work hard to keep our promises.
Through the Dudley Alliance, we will keep the
plan and progress of this strategy under review.
)`KVPUNZV^L^PSSILJVUÄKLU[^LHYLKVPUN
all that we can to deliver our ambition, making
the impact we want in order to see our children
and young people thrive.

Appendix A
Where are we now?

Priorities

Where do we
need to be?

We have a vision, but not
all partners are engaged
in a shared purpose
behind the vision.

DELIVERING
OUR VISION

All partners collaborating
behind a shared vision.

Early Help is highly
effective for some
families, but is not
consistent or available
to all who need it.

Professional support is in
place, but not everyone
is aware of it. Resources
are always limited and
it is not clear if there is
equitable distribution
according to need.

Training is available
but is not consistently
multi-agency and not
everyone who needs
training has had it.

We are not yet clear
about the quality and
impact of Early Help
across the borough.

COMMITMENT-MAKING
THE PLEDGE

All families who need
Early Help are offered
it in a timely and
effective way.

RESOURCING
& SUPPORT

Resources are equitably
distributed across the
borough according
to need.

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

All staff from across
the partnership are
well trained and have
opportunities to meet
with and train alongside
colleagues from other
agencies.

QUALITY, PERFORMANCE
& IMPACT

Children, young people
and families are
supported in a respectful
and empowering way,
are listened to well
and communicated
with effectively. Clear,
quality standards and
measurement of outcomes.
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‘Having someone who is not
involved to listen to you, talk
to you and who works in a way
that builds you up makes it
work – the skills and approach
makes it or breaks it.’ – Parent

‘The family centre gave me
courage to get out of an
abusive relationship and I can
honestly say that the family
centre ‘saved my life.’ – Parent

‘Early Help worker has provided me with
anger management strategies that have
helped me to do better both at home and
at school.’ – Young person working with the
Youth Service
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